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Absfracr - The dependability of the routing system in ad hoc
nehvorks inherently relies On node behavior. In order to Support
multi-hop operation in the nehvork, most ad hoc routing algorithms assume well-behaving nodes. However, in reality there
may exist constrained, selfish or malicious nodes. We discuss the
influrnce of node misbehavior on rhe routing process. In parliruIar, we derivr a classifiiarion for misbehabing nodes and rrrcnd
an analytical model of the route acquisition process executed by
the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) rontiug protoeol to Cover diflerent ilasses of misbehavior. The validation of the
behavior model, and the clarification of the impact mishehanng
nodes impose onto the muting pmcess, is completed using an
experimental analysis.
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The self-organizing and cooperative operation of mobile
and wireless nodes within ad hoc networks bears several interesting research challenges, of which routing is very prominent. In this area, the main directions of research include
performance optimizations and scalability issues. Recently,
quality of Service and security have also drawn attention.
Being designed to operate under a wide variety of circumstances, most protocols silently assume only well-behaving
and cooperative nodes to allow for mulh-hop operation of the
network. When operating outside of laboratory conditions, the
possibility of misbehaving nodes arises. The dependability of
the routing system, namely reliability, resilience and fault tolerance under these unfriendly conditions needs to be
addressed. Currently, no analytical model exists that describes
the effect of misbehaving nodes on the perfonnance of the
entire network.
Our investigation provides:
The detailed classification of node misbehavior as well as
a generalized classificahon to suit analytical models.
An analytical model of various classes of node misbehavior, including inactive, selfish, and malicious nodes.
The experimental validation of our model.
Our results enable the precise prediction of the effect of
node misbehavior on the overall network behavior within ad
hoc networks. The models we present as well as the insights
we obtain are an impottant tool which can be applied to
develop more dependable routing protocols.l
In Section 11, we inttoduce a classificahon of multiple types
of node misbehavior and derive a more specific classification
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I . We assume basie knowlcdge of thc conccpts underlying thc AODV
protocol [I]. An analytical modcl of the AODV routc acquisirion
process is desctibcd in delail in (21 end Eerves an barir tor ihis work.

scheme to suit the needs of analytical modeling. Section I11
details the modeling process of various classes of misbehavior
and extends the work in [2]. The model equations presented
are additionally validated by means of simulation. Section IV
Dresents related werk. we finjsh bv dtawjne. conclusions arid
by p o l r i t l n tto~ p u s s l ~ l efutiire

war<

There is no common classification of node misbehavior.
The authors of [3] and the other related work given in
Section 1V each introduce their own categories of misbehavior using dissimilar nomenclanires. Since these categories and
especially the accutacy of their definition do not suit analytical models like [2], we need to classify the misbehavior differently. An intuitive model of node misbehavior incotporates a
lot of different alternative actions a node may perform. From a
technical perspective, these degrees of freedom may be implemented as f o ~ l o w s : ~
Time, the onloff behavior of a node may be characterized
using {start time, stop time)
Degree ofbehavior, giving the probability with which the
node behaves as specified {P}.
Plane of behavior, controlling which part of the protocol
is affected {control plane, data plane, both).
Type of behavior. determining which action to perform
{fotward packet, discard packet, inject packet).
Behavior against whom, which nodes are affected fiom
the behavior {all nodes, a subset of nodes, a superset of
nodes, none}.
Moreover, the misbehavior may occur at different layers.
For our investigation, we implemented the above mentioned
flavors of behavior within the Qualnet' network simulator.
For reasons of cornplexity we omined "selective" malicious
nodes, which only act maliciously against subsets of all nodes.
Given the sheer complexity of the intuitive approach towards
node misbehavior, we additionally characterized node misbehavior using some well-defined classes to allow for futther
analytical study. Our class-based approach aggregates the
types of node behavior. which should, on the one hand, be
analytically tractable, while, on the other hand, model realishc
behavior. Here is a non-exhaustive list of the derived classes:
Cooperaiive nodes, which comply to the Standard, at all
times.
Inaclive nodes, which include lazj, nodes (unintentionally
misconfigured) and constrained nodes (e.g. energy-constraint or field-streneth-constraint).

-
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2. Please notc, that thcse behavior scts are not necessarily orthogonal to
each othcr and thsr arbitrary comhinationr may not makc much sense.

Selfish nodes, which optimize their own gain, with
neglect for the welfare of other nodes.
Maliciorrs nodes, which inject false information andior
retnove packets from the network.
We note that, depending on the degree of non-cooperation
the nodes exhibit, selfishness may partially overlap with inactivity. Further reshictions to the classes are outlined in the
corresponding sections below.
LII. MODEL~NG
OF NODEMISBEHAVIOR
Our model of node misbehavior is based on an idealized
model of the route acquisition process executed by the AODV
protocol which is presented in [2]. This model allows to predict the probability density function of estimated route lengths
within the network. This metric describes the statistical relation between the distance of two nodes inside the modeled
area and the corresponding probability of being connected.
See [2] for the exact derivation of the base model. lmportant
variables include the distance d between source and destination, which may be expressed using the hopcount h of the
shortest path between these nodes. In combination with the
node degree of the network M and the distribution of node
positions we can derive the probability density p ( d ) and the
corresponding probability distribution function P ( d ) which
give the route length distribution inside the network.
Within this work, we extend the model to wver the effect of
node misbehavior as well. We formulate the model for inactive nodes, selfish nodes, and maliciow nodes. The deformation o f the probability distribution when misbehaving nodes
are present allows to characterize the network behavior in
comparison with the misbehavior-free case.

A. Inactii,e Nodes
The behavior of inactive nodes can be easily described and
traced analytically. In reality, they may be constrained nodes
or lazy and misconfigured nodes which are intentionally or
unintentionally not actively panicipating in route discovey
and packet forwarding.
Definition: An inactive node is neither active on the control
plane nor on the data plane. It does not cooperate during the
routing process and does not forward any packets.
Our rnodel assumes that inactive nodes are neither the
source nor the destination of a route. Since our definition o f
behavior concerns the network layer, these nodes may operate
on layer 2. We assurne that inactive nodes do not cause errors

on the layers below the nehvork layer. Within our model,
inactive nodes are extracted from the network. The number of
nodes is effectively decreased by the numher of inactiiv
nodes. Let the proportion of inactive nodes be q,, and the
total number of nodes be n . The number of inactive nodes is
then q,,n and the number of active nodes (I-q„)n . Only the
active nodes participate in the route discovey cycle.
As expected, the node density decreases as the number of
inactive nodes increases. The average numher of nodes within
a transmission radius is given by the node degree M . Using
the results of [2] we obtain:
7

The
node
degree,
M'.
is
thus
2
2
M' = (r/rlg) = (r/ro) ( I - qin) = M ( l - q,,,) if we consider inactive nodes, the so called normalized radius heing
rfp =
As long as the network is sußiciently connected,
normal operation will be possible. With increasing number of
inactive nodes and decreasing density respectively, the network gets partitioned and the communication will be
reshicted to subsets of nodes. See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for a
visualization of the tests with inactive nodes. The experimental validation within a 500 nodes setup with initially M = 9
showed 50 and 100 inactive nodes can easily be tolerated.
From 150 inactive nodes onwards (M' = 6.25) the first drops
in connectivity are visible. For 200 (M' = 5.38) the routing
is significantly burdened, while increasing the number to as
high as 250 renders the network nearly disconnected.

m.

B. Selfsh Nodes
SeiJish nodes maximize their own gain. They do not aid
other nodes on the data-plane, thus actively discarding packets routed through them. On the other hand, to be able to send
and receive packets from other nodes, they are cooperative on
the control-plane, namely the routing process.
Definition: A selfsh node does not forward any data packets for other nodes except for himself He cooperates during
the route discovery cycle to maintain a concise routing table
and tobe present in other routing tables.
Due to selfiih nodes, routes that exist (cooperation for route
discovey) may not he used to relay any packets to the destination (non cooperation for data packets). Within standard
AODV neither source nor destination are able to detect this
misbehavior. From a destination perspective there is an active
1
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Figure 3: Exarnple for Probability Measurc
Funciion with Selfish Nodfs.

Figure 4: Example of Probability Meaurc
Function with Black Holcs.

Figure 5: Sphcrcof Influencc of thrce
Black Holes and one Real Destination.

route. However, it is not possible to predict which packets
Studying the standard AODV behavior, the consequences
anive using this route. From the source perspective, the appli- of black hole behavior is obvious. RREQs are propagated until
cation level packets are sent, but there is no reply. Tracing the a node is or knows of the destination and answers with a
data packets inside the network is also then not possible.
RREP. The source of the request accepts the first incoming
We modify our model equations to describe the selfish answer and then only the answers with the same or newer desbehavior as follows. If we insert a fraction qdp of nodes tination sequence number and lower hopcount (i.e. shorter and
which do not fonvard data packets, we obtain an error proba- current routes). If the RREQ only reaches the intended destibility of qdp for neighbonng
usinä a ~ o i n t - t o - ~ o i n ~nation, the RREP is correctly accepted by the source and the
e
On layer two and below maY also add data transfer should also be successful. If the RREQ only
connection. ~ h errors
some additional loss. In the absence of selfish nodes 1 - q is resches one or multiple black holes, the source sends data
the success probabilis: Since the errors induced by selfish towards one of these. ~~~~l promcol
assumes
are independent of link layer errors, the combined sucone destination
lntroducing black holes changes
probability is ( I - q ) ( l - qdp). This
for neighbOr- this behavior. The black hole acts as data sink, amouncing
ing nodes except when the packets are sent to the selfish node
itself as being one hop away from fake destination, This
itself. If we further exclude collusions among nodes, this
may be described as multiple concurrent destinations. Due to
probability holds for each node independent of predecessors.
the protocol operation of AODV, the node with the shortest
For h hops, the resulting probability of a successful data
route will win the "competition". We can model this behavior
h
packet transmission is ((I -q)(l-qdp)) . To be precise, we
using the areas dominated by black holes vs. the area domiwould need to correct this term using the number of data
nated
by the original destination. A source will only obtain a
streams to arid from the
node, We neglect this addivalid
reply
if it is located in the sphere of influence of the
tional factor without loss of generality.
valid
destination.
The distance may thus serve as a metric to
Combining of the resulting probability with the
from
describe
the
influence
0f Hack
[2], we obtain a modified function for the probability measLet US assume only one black hole within the network, that
Ure, which now gives the estimated number and probability of
routes which cany data streams without errors. This does not all nodes are randomly placed, and that the number of nodes is
include the number of selfish routes or the estimated number very large. In this simple case, we can use the sphere of influence to illustrate the behavior. Figure 5 shows a 25 node
of discarded data packets. See Figure 3 for the estimated
deformation of the curve for a probability of 10% selfish example. The black hole effectively separates the network
nodes. Since out seljsh nodes take part in the route discovery into two areas. All nodes closer to the black hole than to the
cycle, the distribution of routes does not change, reflecting the destination will be trapped. The border between the areas is
non transparency of selfish nodes to all other nodes. The given by the perpendicular bisector between the black hole
behavior of this sort of nodes is more severe to the network arid the real destination. ~h~ catchment area is reshcted to the
than the behavior of inactive nodes.
( n + 1 ) th part of the simulation area, n being the number of
black holes. See Appendix A for the mathematical proof of
C Malicious Nodes
this relation.
Malicious nodes reduce the utility of the network, without
assumptions
regard for their own gain, ~
~
lmay naturally
i
~ &ke i Since
~ our initial
~
~
~ include
~ the~random~ placement
many forms, we choose the notion of black holes, which of nodes, we determirie the number of nodes inside the indimasquerade with a fake destination and thus try to attract vidual catchment areas t o b e approximately I / ( n + 1) of all
nodes. The consequences for the route discovery process are
routes and data packets.
~ ~ f i ~ i At imal;cious
~ ~ :
abuses the cooperation devastating. A successful transmission of data is only possible
if the source node is located in the catchment area of the
among nodes to hinder operation of the network.
Definition: A black hole answers each route request with a intended destination node. Calculation of the estimated disfaked route reply claiming to have a one hop route to the des- tance from a blackhole gives (see Appendix B for the calculatination. If data packets arrive. the black hole discards these tion, the symbolic figures used to represent the shape of the
packets.
sphere of influence are a circle and a square):

-
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As a consequence, all destinations farther than h„,/2
away from the source will probably be black holes. The deformation of the resultingprobability measure curve will be very
strong. For distances greater h„„/2, the number of valid
routes will heavily decrease since a black hole will most probably answer the RREQ.Figure 4 depicts a qualitative estimate
of the probability measure function. As a result. we see that
even a few blnck holes may hinder large areas of the network
being connected. Black holes are able to inflict far more damage than the otlier types of misbehavior we discuss.

Figure 6: Rcrults of Test2 (AODV) with 2% Black Holes

I) Experimental Validation for Malicious Nodes: The expenments to validate the malicious node model are Test2 for pure
AODV and Test3 for Gossip enhanced AODV (see Table 1 in
Appendix C for the simulation parameters). In order to quantify the impact on the data-plane, we simulated 25 continuous
CBR streams. Using a rate of 4 packetslsec of size 512Byte,
we obtain a rate of 2kByteIs. We used a stationary scenario for
our simulation.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the impact of as few as 2% of
black holes (10 from 500 nodes) for AODV and Gossip
enhanced AODV respectively. The predicted decrease is noteworthy and can be seen in both figures. Comparing the
numencal result with our prognosis we obtain:

;d AODV) with 2% Black Holes.

Please note that the initial parameterization of our model is
descnbed in debil in [2]. The results confinn the prediction
which gives h = 4
that the drop would occur around h„,/2
or h = 5 as also seen in the simulation. The calculation of
the loss the black hole introduces is perfonned using:
= 0.181. Integration
d = h ( d ) r , and h 0 „ , / 2 = 3 . 8 = i d
of the probability measure function gives:
0.181

0.181

de ...

This proved an accurate prediction for our experimental
results which are: P(d) = 0.08 11 with standard deviation
0 = 0.04462. Further experimental results to illustrate the
influence of different types of misbehavior in amore macroscopic fashion cannot be presented due to space consaaints.

Most ad hoc routing protocols consider the existence of non
protocol confomant nodes to be only of minor importance.
Firstly, there is some general work in the area of ad hoc networks and security, of which Zhou and Haas [4] and Hubaux

et al. [5] are prominent. These elucidate common problems
and threats related to ad hoc networks. Solutions for some of
the discovered problems can be found in various works
including [6], [7], [8], and [9]. Herein, a common approach
towards secure ad hoc routing protocols is the use of cryptographic mechanisms to secure the ad hoc routing process. In
addition, there exist some related work that tries to mitigate
the misbehavior of nodes including [I01 and [I 11. These existing approaches to secure ad hoc networks build on differing
prerequisites, ranging iiom a single secunty association
between the cotresponding nodes to the assumption of an
always available public key infrastnicture to support operation. The effects of node misbehavior, against wh'ich some of
the named proposals are targeted, have not yet been well
descnbed. Some work, such as Michiardi and Molva [3], [12]
descnbe the influence of misbehaving nodes. n i e underlying
simulation approach, however, cannot be easily generalized.
One thing that is missing in literature is an analytical descnption of the effects that misbehaving nodes induce.

We have discussed the effects of node misbehavior in ad
hoc networks. Starting with a general and intuitive classification of node misbehavior, we denved well-defined classes of
misbehavior suitable for analytical study. An analytical model
covering the different types of misbehavior was presented and
adjoined to an existing analytical model of the idealized route
acquisition process within AODV [2]. To gather insights on

the effects of misbehaving nodes, the estimated impact of
these nodes an the overall routing performance was traced
analytically as well as validated by means of simulation. As a
result we show that inactive nodes only moderately harm ad
hoc nehvorks, while seFsh nodes and black holes may have
devastating influence an the routing process.
The promise of ad hoc nehvorks is built upon the premise of
cooperation among nodes. We have shown the network frailty
in the absence of such a cooperation. The insights and the
models presented assist protocol designers in developing
more dependable network protocols. This includes the use of
realistic assumptions about potential node misbehavior. As
future work, we perceive the improvement of currently available routing protocols with respcct to the reliability and availabiliiy of their operation.
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APPENDIX

A. SPHERE
OF 1NFLUENCE OF A BLACKHOLE

Assume a network which consists of exactly one destination
node and exactly one black hole which serves as a fake destination node, the positions of these nodes being i.i.d. Each possible configuration is complemented by exactly one opposite
configuration of black hole and destinatiun node. Likewise,
the sphere of influence from the real destination node and the
fake destination node are interchangeable. We denote these
areas A l and A2. We calculate the area which is dominated
from one particular node as Ä : Ä = (AI +A2)/2 = A/2
withA,+A2 = A .

The generalization to Cover one destination node and n
malicious nodes gives (n + I ) ! constellations. Each node can
appear at (n + 1) positions, which it occupies n! times. The
mean area 2 is given by:

j= I

j= 1

Especially the concentration of black holes in certain areas
may lead to other results. The areas are moreover not necessarily of the Same shape. Considering these boundary conditions, the formula will generally hold.

As shown above, the generalized sphere of influence of a
black hole is A/(n + 1 ) . An area-equivalent square will have
We obtain an estimate for the
a side length of .)-J
distance h„, . The
the Square is the
diagonal line with
. The maximum
hopcount is then:

Under the assumption that the covered area is represented
better by a circular area than a rectangle, we can transfom the
result into an area-equivalent circle. The radius being
J ~ / ( n ( n + 1 ) ) . The maximum distance equals the diameter
and thus the hopcount is:

These results now can easily be compared to the error free
case of h„,: h„, = d„/rI
= (l/rl)hÄ.
APPENDIX

C. EXPERIMENTAL
PARAMETER
SET

Table 1 gives the experimental Parameter Set used for the
simulations.
Table 1. Experimental Parameier Set
Test 1
Variable

Testl
AODV

Test2
AODV

Test3
AODV +Goisip

SimulationArea

(330094rn)~

(3742.92m12

(3742.92m)'

Replications

20 each

10

10

Mobility

no

no

no

Gossip (PA)

-

E RS

no

Yes

YCs

Trafic

each 10s onr
strearn

cach l0Oms onc
smam

each IOOmr onc
stream

4 paekers 1s

4 paekets 1s

(0.7. 1)

Paekets (in Flow) I
83.2871"

94.438~"

94.438m

5

176.6791~

176.679m

176.679~~

0'

M

9, W

Nodc Behavior

inaelive noder

all Simulation

Transmission Range ( 7 ) = 249.862m; r,= 1 7 6 . 6 7 9 ~
MAC 802.1 lb: Max. Transmissioii R a t c = I1 MBitsls
Local Repair = Deactivared; Hcllo Messages = Deaerivated: Packct Size = jl2Byrc; UDP as Transpon

"&"CS

7

7

2% blaek holes

2% black holes
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